
Map Projections
An exploration into how humans have attempted to represent the Earth’s surface 

in two dimensions without distortion.



§ If you look at the globe, you can’t see all of the countries 
at once. 

§ But if you imagine peeling an orange and flattening out 
the peel, you begin to see all of the orange’s surface.



Map Projections

20 out of the thousands of map projections. There are more on this website if you are interested: 
https://map-projections.net/imglist.php

https://map-projections.net/imglist.php


Does a perfect
projection exist?

§ The problem is, no matter how the spherical 
surface is projected, there will be distortions in 
distance, direction, land area and shape. 

§ There are more than two hundred different projections 
in existence today.

§ Every projection has its strengths and weaknesses and 
can be beneficial for different reasons.

§ Let’s get to know a few….



§ We will look at three different types of projections: 
azimuthal, conical and cylindrical.

§ In this power point:

§ There is a demonstration of how the projection is created.

§ Then an example of a map using that projection.

§ Then that map with overlying circles that highlight the 
distortions made by the projection. 



Conic Projections
Imagine wrapping a cone around part 
of the Earth and then unwrapping it.

Example is the Lambert Map..



Lambert Conformal Conic Map

https://map-projections.net/img/jpg/lambert-conformal-conic.jpg

Most conic projections struggle at projecting the whole planet as the area of countries 
becomes increasingly distorted. The scale (distance and direction) of the map however is 
most preserved. 

https://map-projections.net/img/jpg/lambert-conformal-conic.jpg


Lambert Conformal Conic Map - projection

https://map-projections.net/img/tissot-30/lambert-conformal-conic.jpg

https://map-projections.net/img/tissot-30/lambert-conformal-conic.jpg


Cylindrical 
Projections

Here we place a cylinder around the 
globe and unravel it into a triangular 

map. 

Example is the Mercator’s projection. 

http://geospex.github.io/NSPE_Lectures_sp15/Class_4_
Lecture/img/43c4.png

http://geospex.github.io/NSPE_Lectures_sp15/Class_4_Lecture/img/43c4.png


Mercator’s Map
Geradus Mercator 1569

https://map-projections.net/img/jpg-
w/mercator-84.jpg

Note that this is the most common 
world map projection, yet 
Antarctica gets mostly cut off at the 
bottom and the Equator is nearly ¾ 
of the way down the map. 
The Mercator projection preserves 
shape of countries and the grid like 
system allowed precise navigation 
of the oceans before the days of 
GPS. 
The weakness of this projection is 
the distorted sizes of the countries 
away from the Equator. (see next 
slide)

https://map-projections.net/img/jpg-w/mercator-84.jpg


Mercator Projection

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/com
mons/thumb/0/02/Mercator_with_Tissot%27s_
Indicatrices_of_Distortion.svg/350px-
Mercator_with_Tissot%27s_Indicatrices_of_Dis
tortion.svg.png

To explore how much the size of 
countries get distorted:
Have a play on the website
thetruesize.com

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/02/Mercator_with_Tissot%2527s_Indicatrices_of_Distortion.svg/350px-Mercator_with_Tissot%2527s_Indicatrices_of_Distortion.svg.png


Azimuthal 
Projections

Example is the Stereographic Map

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-
135Rw4IV0mk/U_757TkbptI/AAAAAAAAADA/g3m6E4
M_oZs/s1600/azimuthal.png

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-135Rw4IV0mk/U_757TkbptI/AAAAAAAAADA/g3m6E4M_oZs/s1600/azimuthal.png


Stereographic Map –
Azimuthal Projection

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/5/58/Stereographic_Projection
_Polar.jpg

The great benefit of an azimuthal 
map is when they are used for 
finding direction from any point 
on Earth using the central point 
as a reference. 
Like a conical projection, it is 
impossible to make an accurate 
whole world map using 
azimuthal projections.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/58/Stereographic_Projection_Polar.jpg


Stereographic Map –
Azimuthal Projection

https://i0.wp.com/www.semifluid.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/04/2000px-
Tissot_indicatrix_world_map_equirectangular_pr
oj_steregraphic.png

https://i0.wp.com/www.semifluid.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/2000px-Tissot_indicatrix_world_map_equirectangular_proj_steregraphic.png


The image shows how 
South America is 
represented on 10 
different maps. 
Incredible variations!

Click on the link
below if you would 
like to zoom in to 
explore it more. 

https://scherkwa.files.
wordpress.com/2012/
12/2mapproj-2.jpg

https://scherkwa.files.wordpress.com/2012/12/2mapproj-2.jpg


This is the Winkel Tripel Projection (created in 1921) which is currently used by the National Geographic 
Society.  The German cartographer Oswald Winkle tried to minimize the distortions threefold, in area, 
distance, and direction.



The Authagraph
Map

§ To finish I would like to introduce you to a projection, 
invented in 2016 in Japan, that provides “an advanced 
precise perspective of our planet”, the Authagraph
Map. 

§ Here’s a preview (we will explore it more tomorrow):




